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SGA election vote recount results
in changing UAO director seat
By Cindy Leise
Staff Reporter
A request by an unelected Student
Government Association (SGA) candidate for a complete recount of the
Thursday SGA elections returns
brought to light a 39-page computerized
list of mistakes in the elections which
were not corrected.
The list of mistakes was disected
yesterday and although returns of all 23
SGA offices were changed, only one
election was changed.
Sue Laubach, Student Services Ticket
(SST) candidate for the one of the two
positions of Union Activities
Organization (UAO) director-at-large,
was determined to have 1488 votes from
her previous total of 23 votes. Luke
Owens, who received 852 recounted
votes, was displaced from the office he
was told he won Friday.

KENNETH CHAMBERS, a
presidential candidate for the Student
Progressive Political Party (SPPP)
who requested the recount, was
determined to have received 451
recounted votes, 32 more votes than
was announced on Friday.
Most of the mistakes, which were
automatically recorded on computerized statements, resulted from too
light pencil strokes on the IBM ballots
2.187 students used for voting. Either
one or two of the strokes were not
recorded and the vote, although visible
to the eye, was not recorded by the
computers and thus not counted.
In previous elections, the list of
mistakes was corrected before elections results were announced. Students
working for the SGA elections and
opinions board and computational
serivces personnel pencilled the votes

in with a soft-lead pencil and then ran
the disputed ballots through the
computers again to get a correct vote,
according to computational services
employee Rich Zera.
However, no attempt was made to
correct the ballots which could not be
counted by the computers this year
until the request by Chambers for the
recount.
STEVE MOYER, elections and
opinions board chairman, said he was
unaware of the problem before the
recount request and Moyer, the elections and opinions board, an administrator and several computational
services employees worked 8 hours
yesterday and into the night to correct
the mistakes.
Moyer said he regretted the oversight, and said amended returns will be

posted on a wall on the second floor of
the Student Services Building.
He said he could not determine how
many individual mistakes the computers had made, but that the group
had corrected "a lot, a whole lot." A
sample page of the 39-page list of
mistakes showed about 10-30 mistakes.
The too-light pencil marks did not
change Laubach's results, however.
Her computer number was not fed into
the computer so the 23 votes she was
listed as first receiving were either
write-in votes or computer mistakes.
Moyer said he is preparing a list of
recommendations for future SGA
elections, including providing student
voters with the correct type of pencils.
He said some of the pencils were used
this year, but students "walked off with
them" and SGA replaced the pencils
with regular No. 2 pencils.

Evaluation booklet approved
By Paula Wlnslow
Staff Reporter

the Graduate Student Senate and would
be available to students each year.

A proposal to compile a faculty and
course evaluation booklet for students
to determine teaching effectiveness
was approved by Faculty Senate
yesterday.

THE BOOKLET will contain the
"collective wisdom of the student body
and alumni," Newman said, noting that
it should not be used "officially" by
departments to evaluate teachers.

"The booklet will serve the student
far better than any student
evaluation," Dr. David S. Newman,
senate chairman and professor of
chemistry, said in a statement to the
body.

A better system is needed because it
is difficult to assess a definition of
"effective teaching" from student and
faculty evaluations alone, Newman
stated

Newsphoto By Dave Ryan

STEVE MOYER, SGA election and opinions board chairman,
•tarts the long and tedloui Job of recounting ballots as a result of
mechanical problems at computational services that may have
caused the recording of inaccurate election results. Many SGA
candidates hopefully are awaiting the final tally, as they may be
winners after all.

If the proposal is approved by
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr., a pamphlet listing student opinions,
"good or bad," would be produced by
Student Government Association and

Newman said he recognized the
merit of student evaluations in helping
faculty improve teaching methods, but
recommended a booklet of student
opinions to give students "access to the
best teaching available."

International week: world talent
By Mary Dannemlller
Staff Reporter
It was indeed a parade of nations.
Flags representing 22 countries
were carried in a procession Monday
night from the Ice Arena to the Union.
The parade officially opened the
University's International Week,
sponsored by the World Student
Association (WSA) and International
Student Programs.
Coffee houses, several foreign films,
soccer games, a French cabaret, ancient American dancers and an international buffet dinner will highlight
the week's events.

International Week also may give
students some informal education.
"Education is not just books, but
intercommunication between people,"
according to Bashir M. Guelishi,
director of the parade of nations and
coffeehouses.

ON A COLLEGE campus, education
consists of interaction between
students. Guelishi said, adding, "It is
also a reflection of different ideas from
different countries."
After opening ceremonies Monday,
a Chinese movie was presented.
Yesterday, a coffee hour was held in the
Alumni Room, Union and "Zorba the
Greek" was shown
Tonight, a Danish film series will be
INTERNATIONAL WEEK provides
a "chance for campus American featured in 220 Math-Sciences Bldg.
students to get to know foreign
EVENTS OPEN tomorrow with a
students' culture," WSA president Bill
coffee hour and a program about Libya
Wong explained.
in the Alumni Room, from 2:30-4:30
"The WSA is not for just in- p.m. Esplendor Aztecs, a group of
ternational students. We are not a native dancers, will demonstrate 15th
secular organization. We do want century Aztec, Inca and Huichol tribe
American students to participate," ceremonial dances at 7:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom, Union.
Wong said.

The group has performed at major
festivals and universities throughout
the U.S. and Latin America.
The authentic dances are performed
in honor of the gods and spiritual
traditions of this ancient American
culture.
THE TOURNAMENT is scheduled
this week because "soccer is the major
athletic event for the international
students," Constantinos L.
Theodossiades, University international team coach, explained.
The University team will play its
University of Toledo and Findlay
College rivals and will square off
against L'Equipe de Football de
France, a team consisting of the
University's
French exchange
students.
The games will be played under
international rules with only two
substitutions allowed. The final and
consolation games will begin Saturday
at 10 a.m.
THE EXCHANGE students will
present a French cabaret at 8:30 p.m.
Friday in the St. Thomas More

auditorium. It will consist of French
skits performed in English.
An international buffet with foods
prepared by international and
American students will be the week's
finale. The main dishes will include
specialties from Africa, Japan, Greece,
Italy, Vietnam, France, India, Peru
and Arabia. And American desserts
will top off the meal.
The dinner will give the Americans
the opportunity to get involved. It will
be kind of an education between eating
the various foods and enjoying the
cultural entertainment, Guelishi said.
Entertainment after dinner will
consist of Greek, African, Spanish and
French dancers. An Austrian woman
also will sing, accompanied by a band.
"We hope that International Week
will get the American and foreign
people closer together. That is the
reason we are here-to share our
culture," entertainment coordinator
RitaG. Hadjiloizou, said.
Dinner tickets can be purchased at
the Ethnic Studies offices in Williams
Hall. Tickets must be purchased in
advance.

In other senate action, the grading
system for the two-hour University
Seminar in the University Division of
General Studies was altered from
traditional A-F grading to S-U grading.
THE PROPOSAL, submitted by Dr
Peter A. Facione, chairman of the
University Division, sparked discussion
concerning the merit of awarding
University credit to students completing the course.
Ramona T. Cormier, professor of
philosophy, argued that because the
course is open only to freshmen and
transfer students to acquaint them with
the University, it does not deserve
credit as a "fully academic course."
Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
for student affairs, defended the
program, saying that the course is
"valuable and worthy of credit" and
should be graded on an S-U basis
because a regular grading system is

"detrimental to the point of the
course "
IN RESPONSE to an appeal made
by Beth Aufmuth of the Social Justice
Committee, senate commended the
committee for its effort to inform the
University and community of the
disarmament problem and for supporting the United Nations special
disarmament session beginning May
23.
Aufmuth's request for senate
support of the committee's goals was
questioned by Dr. Stuart Givens.
professor of history, when he said, "It is
entirely inappropriate for senate to
take such action," although he
acknowledged that it might be proper
on an individual level.
Dr. Joseph B. Perry, Jr., professor
of sociology, supported the endorsement claiming that disarmament
should be an important issue to all.

Inside the News
EDITORIALS. Student voices do not always go unheard at the
University. Terry Potosnak explains why in her column on Page 2.
FEATURES. What is the philosophy documentation center? Bob
Weingartner's story answers that question on Page 3.
SPORTS...The lineup is changing today for the Falcon baseball
team's doubleheader against Findlay College. Read Bill Paul's
story on Page S.

Weather

Mostly sunny
HighS0F(16C)
Low35F(2C)
10 percent chance of rain

news
views

What do you think should be
done with The BG News to better
serve you as a student?
Fifteen students responded to the
news views question, with four persons requesting more national and
international news and one person
requesting more in-depth local news.
Three persons said they did not read
the paper well enough to comment
and the rest pinpointed specific
problems in the News.

Leslie J. Heuman, Junior:
"Last year the coverage was
practically nil on women's sports.
People were going to nationals and
doing this and that in swimming,
track, gymnastics and synchronized
swimming. This year it's better."

Brent L. Sellers, senior:
"There should be less news about
greeks. Why don't they have an individual newspaper? That's where it
(news about social organizations)
should be. Investigate University
security, the police. Kids get bothered
by them. ..I got harrassed quite a bit."

Elliot Scott, freshman:
"There should be something on
what's going on in administrative
offices...the
Bursar,
housing...students are getting messed
around, like me this quarter with my
roommate moving out, now they say I
have to."

Steven D. Buccif erro, sophomore:
"Greeks are a majority on campus...if we do something wrong, it's
always in the paper, but we do a lot of
charities and things like that and
they're never in."

Thomas B. Hammett. junior:
"Sometimes they (the News) put
out articles about albums...and it
seems to me they're old, behind the
times, say in comparison to Cleveland
or Toledo."

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth...'

making the grade
The University has been running a peer counseling service for about
three years. Although this is a positive program, there Is a depressing
side to it.
The program is designed to help students who are on academic
probation by offering a confidential student-to -student counseling service
to help freshmen identify and correct study problems. According to peer
counselor Sharon Kevesdy, the accumulative average of most students
usually goes up after the counseling sessions.
So much for the good side, now for the bad.
It also has been reported that only 49 out of about 600 students on
academic probation took advantage of the opportunities of the program
during winter quarter, and that even fewer are taking advantage of them
this quarter.
We feel that the program Is too useful to be ignored by so many
students. It seems like a simple waste of money if grades are not taken
seriously by students.
The News thinks that money is Just too important today for students to
pay about $2,700 a year for just the good times.
Students should try to hit a happy medium of fun and studies and keep
education in its proper perspective.

University Interchange-Yield to pedestrians

speaking out

rec center was a student project from the word go
Student voices do not always go
unheard at this University, provided
they are heard, and the best proof we
have of that is the new Student
Recreation Center which is due to open
next fall.
Right from the beginning, the center
was a student project. It was
spearheaded by Mike Wilcox, a former
student representative to the Board of
Trustees, and Dennis Bottonair, his
successor, whose tremendous efforts
helped to transform the center into a
reality.
Wilcox was aware of the lack of
student recreational facilities at the
University and worked with Steve
Hanson, a professional in visual
communications, to coordinate a slide
show to prove it.
THE SHOW WAS taken to club
meetings, organizations, dorms and
other groups by both Wilcox and Bottonari in an effort to stir up student
interest in the proposed center. It is
estimated that the slide show was
presented at least 100 times.

Terry
Potosnak
In addition, a program statement
outlinging cost plans, facilities and a
construction completion calendar was
prepared by a committee of students,
faculty and staff members during the
summer of 1975. Submission of this
program to the Board of Trustees for
approval of the project was not enough
to gain it.
The trustees wanted proof of student
interest in the proposed indoor,
recreation facility since funding would
have to come through increases in
student general fees.
TO SATISFY THE trustees, petitions
were circulated and in the two-week
period from April 30 to May 14, 1975,

7,779 students signed them. With this
proof in hand along with a moving
appeal to the board by University
President Hollis A. Moore, construction
of the rec center was finally approved
by the trustees.
But student interest in the project did
not end there.
Nine students, as members of the
University's former Recreational
Facilities Committee, toured the
University of Illinois and Indiana
University to examine other
recreational facilities and programs.
Their intention was to incorporate ideas
and concepts from existing centers into
Bowling Green's to make it even better.
And now that construction draws
near to completion, some students are
heavily involved in the Student
Recreation Center council, which
develops policies concerning the use of
the center.
THOSE STUDENTS, along with
faculty and staff representatives to the
council, meet at the ungodly hour of
7:30 a.m. every Tuesday to discuss,

"..SO 1 SAID TO HlM, VCERTAINLY, ID lO/E 10 OOlN YOUR WRON INTUTON - Ww WCH DOC IT fW?

farewells
As I write this I am going through
many mixed emotions. I will graduate
in June and I am happy about that and
yet, I am leaving many fond memories.
Before I leave this campus which has
been good to me, I would like to share
some feelings.
First of all I would like to express my
appreciation to all the faculty and staff
at BG for providing me with four
fantastic years,-and to Paul Lintem
for mentioning me in his column.
Then getting more specific and going
back to that all important first year, I
rejoice for the old gang from second
floor Anderson 1974-75 school year. Of
course that was when, in the same
dorm, I came in contact with a lady who
all those men in Harshman Quad know
and love-Evelyn. She works in the
cafeteria and knows every guy by name
and still does.
I have to give ROTC a plug too, for it
has provided me with many close
friends and training and experience I
feel is invaluable. Of course residence
life deserves a pat on the back because

dorm living has been a great asset to
me, and Paul I .intern deserves one too
for mentioning me in his column.
Then there are the people I met and
have come to know and the
organizations I have been in. First of all
a tribute to all the beautiful women I
met, from nightguarding at Founders
(what a job) to singing in men's chorus
(what a group, the best). There are too
many to name but I love them all.
Thanks to all my roommates in the
last four years, a great bunch of guys.
(Andy, Kevin and Jim) to Dr. and Mrs.
Moore a tip of the hat for a job well
done.
Thanks to Mortar Board, where else
could I meet Miss Ohio, all those great
people, and get mentioned in Paul
I intern's column at the same time. Of
course there has to be a thank you to the
health and physical education department and the fine staff it has. When I
speak of fine staffs I can't forget the one
at Rodgers hall, the best bunch of men I
have ever worked with, except for Paul
Lintem who mentioned me in one of his
columns.
As is usually the case there are a few
things that mean the most to people.
One of mine is A.C.T. and I just praise

God for all those connected, from Bruce
and his family, to the newest member.
With that comes a special thanks to the
Mattevi sisters Cindy and Vicki who
really led me to A.C.T. through their
love for Jesus. Then there is Scott C.
and Lynn L. who both get big hugs for
helping me find God's fullness through
the Holy Spirit
Another special group are the men of
third floor west Rodgers, who I am
lucky enough to be a resident advisor
for
Finally, in this paragraph is a real
expression of love to the guys who have
done the most for me here at BG, and
they live in the big yellow house. All
that live there I love, including Paul
Lintem who mentioned me in his
column. But most of all to Jerry and
Brad (the only people who care for you
more than me are Jesus, Deb and Cid,
and your families) Praise God! Also
thank you David and Jeanne Tarvin, I
love you bunches.
Thank you BGSU. It has been a
fantastic four years.
P.S....Thank you, Jesus!
Mike Tarvin
314 Rodgers

develop, and pass usage recommendations into center policy. And they
are doing a damn good job.
But present student involvement in
the center should not be limited to this
choice group of people. Since the center
is for all students, all students are
urged to become involved in the
workings of the rec center council.
Recreation Director Ben McGuire,
who serves as an ex-officio member of
that council, has repeatedly asked

students to sit in on meetings and aid in
the formulation of center policy.
I think that's an awfully good idea
and although 7:30 a.m. is pretty early
for anyone to be up, it would be well
worth students' while to do so.
The rec center is a student center and
it is vitally important that student
voices continue to be heard, especially
in the area of policy development.
. .IF YOU DON'T like the idea of get-

ting up so early, call any member of the
rec center council and tell him your
ideas or, if you'd like to attend a
meeting, come to 436 Student Services
at 7:30 on any Tuesday morning and
you'll find us all there. Yep, even me.
And if I can get up, anyone can get up.
Terry Potosnak Is an assistant copy
editor for the News. She also covers
Student Recreation Center Council
meetings bright and early every
Tuesday.

guest column

if karl marx could see us now...
Much has been written about Karl
Marx, and the paper flood released by
the famous Messiah of communism
shows no signs of drying up. By giving
way to the temptation to augment the
deluge I feel a little like someone
tossing a cupful of water off a bridge
into the Mississippi when it's at flood
stage.
Noteworthy among oft repeated
statements of Karl Marx are these
words: "Workers of the world, unite.
You have nothing to lose but your
chains!" Little did he realize, when he
made this statement, that workers
could and would, as a result of his
teachings, lose their lives, their right to
think for themselves, their freedom
from round-the-clock supervision, and
their right to escape torture and exile to
Siberia, depending upon the whims of
self-appointed tyrants.
If, before his death, Marx had been
able to see through the veil that hides
from all of us the ultimate consequences of our words and deeds, he
might have been dismayed upon contemplating the uses to which his
teachings would be put.
DOWN THROUGH THE ages many
alleged followers of the teachings of
Christ, who was a Jew, did not hestitate
to persecute the Jewish people, often
referring to them as Christ killers.
If statistics were available, it would
be interesting to know how many people
now alive could correctly claim that
none of their ancestors ever committed
or participated in the commission of
murder. How much reason or
justification can we or anyone find for
persecuting somebody because he or
she happened to have a murderer or
two up in the family tree?
While it's true that some Jewish
leaders demanded the execution of
Christ, we know that Pontius Pilate, a
Roman governor, sentenced him to die.
We also know that crucifixion was a
Roman invention for torturing people to
death, and that Roman soldiers actually did the dirty work.
We must conclude, therefore, that the
label, Christ killers, was pinned on the
Jews by unscrupulous people in search
of some plausible excuse for their foul
deeds.
KARL MARX WAS a Jew, and it's a
bit shocking to discover how the Jewish
people are now being treated in communist Russia by the followers of their
great Jewish Messiah. With one hand
the demigods of the Kremlin seize with
enthusiasm a distorted version of the
teachings of Karl Marx while, with the
other hand, they persecute his fellow
Jews.
This calls to mind a famous quotation

Allen V.
Wiley

from Shakespeare, "Ojudgment! Thou
art fled to brutish beasts, And men have
lost their reason." Commenting on this
quotation grave doubt might be raised
as to whether a significant fraction of
humanity ever had a noteworthy
reservoir of reason to lose.
If Karl Marx could come back as a
disembodied spirit for a quick survey of
the world today, and if he could get a
clear picture of the "Utopia"
established by his alleged followers,
he'd certainly be surprised to discover
what they did with his life work, and he
might regret the years he spent
drawing up blueprints for a new society
where coercion would no longer
prevail, and where economic justice
would gush forth like a mighty river.
IF, PERCHANCE, HE came upon a
bit of Rudyard Kipling, he might be
fascinated by a couple of lines, "I you
can see the truths you've spoken,
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for
fools," he might begin to wonder why
anyone should ever undertake to devote

his life to searching out the truth or to
giving written testimony about his
vision of how the truth might be used to
pull people out of a hopeless morass of
their own making.
Perhaps he'd also wonder if there
might be, somewhere in the distant
future, a ray of hope that the dedicated
efforts of humanitarians could ever
escape the grasping hands of knaves
eager to twist them scandalously "to
make a trap for fools."
Among statements of Marx often
quoted are seven words, "Religion is
the opiate of the poeple." If he could
come back amongst us and discover the
extent to which both the proletariat and
the affluent are alike becoming Increasingly dependent upon LSD, patent
medicines, marijuana, cocaine,
mescaline, tranquiUzers, pep pill, and
heroin, along with God only knows how
many other fountains of synthetic
human happiness, he might feel inclined to revise his famous denunciation of Church doctrine to read,
"OPIATES ARE THE REUGION OF
THE PEOPLE."
An up-to-date paraphrase of his
famous remark beginning, "Workers of
the world, unite," might be expressed
in these words, "Shirkers of the world,
unite. You have nothing to lose but the
taxpayers who finance you!"
Allen V. Wiley Is a retired University
professor of business aud economics.
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A tale of growth and expansion

Philosophy info available
By Bob Weingartner
Staff Reporter

Newsphoto by Karen Borchers
MEMBERS OF THE SIGMA Nil fraternity (from left to right) Don Goings. Randy Virost, Mark
Fisele and the fraternity mascot Pogo. a boa constrictor, participated in Monday night's greek
torchlight parade, which kicked off Greek Week. The parade circled campus, stopping at
fraternity and sorority houses along the way. and ended at Anderson Arena, where an all-greek
sing was held.

The University Philosophy
Documentation Center, the
brainchild of Dr. Richard H.
Kineback, professor of
philosophy at the University,
had a rather unpretentious
beginning II years ago as a
shoestring operation run out
of Lineback's home.
Today, from these humble
origins, the Center has expanded to become one of the
world's foremost sources of
bibliographical information
about philosophy.
The center, located in the
Kreischer Quad rotunda is
using a National Endowment
for the Humanities (NEH)
grant to complete a
collective index of foreign
journals on philosophy
written in English from 194066 and of books on philosophy
writen in English from 194076, according to Gerald E.
Slivka, the center's business
manager.
The project is the second
phase of the center's
retrospective indexing
project which began in 1976
with an initial NEH grant of
$124,000. The first grant was
used to catalog American
publications on philosophy
from 1940-76.

THE RESULT IS a threevolume
index
of
bibliographic and other
types of information on
philosophy which includes
about 15,000 articles from
U.S. journals published from
1940-66 and more than 5,000
references from books
published from 1940-76.
Slivka said the index will
"aid the researcher by
saving time so he can use his
time more constructively.''
The grant provides the
center with $78,797 in
original funds for the
project, and will provide up
to 115.000 more if matching
funds from outside sources
are raised. The center
requested a grant of $108,697,
Slivka said.
The grants are being used
to
supplement
"The
Philosopher's Index," the
center's
quarterly
publication which lists articles from more than 270
worldwide
philosophy
journals and was first
published in 1967, according
to Slivka.
SLIVKA SAID the center
indexes "approximately
4,500 articles per year" in
four quarterly paperback

volumes and publishes a
hardback edition at the end
of each year. Slivka said that
authors of articles to be
catalogued are asked to
write an abstract, or summary, of their article for the
index. "Our response rate is
about 75 percent." he said.
In addition to publishing
"The Philosopher's Index,"
the center also publishes
"Philosophy Research
Archives." a microfiche
journal on philosophy, and
numerous other philosophyrelated journals. The center
serving as the U.S. national
center for the "Bibliography
of Philosophy" published in
Paris.
How did the center achieve
this distinction?
"The
Philosophy
Documentation Center has
attained a tremendous
reputation in these areas,
and we have the facilities,"
Slivka said.
SLIVKA SAID THAT the
information
in
"The
Philosopher's Index" also is
stored on computer tapes
and can be retrieved by use
of the Center's Philosopher's
Information Retrieval
System (PIRS), a com-

Club members granted rec center use
By Terry Polo snak
Assistant Copy Editor
Members of the University
Presidents Club will be
granted use of the Student
Recreation Center as a
result of a motion passed
unanimously by the Student
Recreation Center Council
yesterday.
Recreation Director Ben
McGuire recommended that
Presidents Club members be
allowed to use the center for
a $2 guest fee. Payment of
that fee could be handled by
a transfer of funds between
the Alumni Association and

the rec center, McGuire
said.
He
added that each
member who wants to use
the facility will be issued a
picture identification card
which must be presented
when entering the center.
DM AN INTERVIEW with
McGuire, James W. Lessig,
executive director of alumni
and development, explained
that the President's Club has
160 members and 75 live in
l.uras and Wood counties.
Lessig speculated that only
about 20 of those persons
would want to use the center
significantly.

I A'ssit! said that Presidents
Club members must make a
$10,000 donation to the
University in one lump sum
or in $1,000 installments
The Presidents Club has
generated $200,000 in cash
and $1.6 million in deferred
insurance for the University.
The funds are earmarked for
academics,
athletics,
scholarships
and
unrestricted use, and the
transfer
of
funds
for
members' use of the rec
center probably will come
from
the
unrestricted
funds, McGuire said.
THE COUNCIL also

passed a proposal allowing
Delta Gamma sorority use of
the center's Cooper pool for
its annual anchor splash, a
charity event scheduled for
Nov. 18.
McGuire said that Delta
Gamma requested the use of
the competitive end of the
pool located closest to the
spectator
stands.
He
stressed that student use of
the pool will not be lost entirely during the event.
Mark A. Kretovics, undergraduate representative
to the council, questioned the
precedent that the proposal
might set concerning student

Low-cost lodging provided by hostels
By Linda Johns

To stay at a hostel, a person must purchase an AYH
membership card, which entitles him to a youth hostel pass.

Imagine a group of cyclists traveling through Bowling
Green, looking for free or inexpensive overnight accommodations.
Some cyclists may set up camp in the nearest open field.
But if they are members of the American Youth Hostel
(AYH), they could spend the night for Just $2 at Wintergarden Community Lodge, Wintergarden Road, the
city's youth hostel.
What are hostels? According to an American Youth
Hostels, Inc. pamphlet, they are "simple, low-cost, overnight
accommodations for people traveling for health and
recreation under their own steam."

HOSTEL CUSTOMS, set by the International Youth Hostel
Federation (IYHF) .include checking in between 4 and 7 p.m.
A person must present a valid membership card to the
houseparents, which is returned when he leaves by the 9:30
a.m. checkout time.
Alcohol and illegal drugs are prohibited and smoking is
forbidden except when otherwise stated by houseparents.
Hostelers buy and prepare their own food and must clean the
hostel before they leave.
There are three types of youth hostels: home hostels, in
which owners open their living quarters to the hostelers;
supplementary hostels such as YMCA or YWCA, or summer
camps; and regular hostels.
WINTERGARDEN LODGE is an example of the tatter
type. The Erie-Ana Council, American Youth Hostel and
Bowling Green cosponsor the hostel, which has accommodations for 16 men and 16 women.

A HOSTEL can be a church, mountain lodge, cabin, school,
a modern facility or house
The overnight cost of a hostel ranges from 90 cents to $3.50.
The length of stay is from one to three days.

Judge to speak
Juvenile Court Judge Alan Davis of the Findlay Court
of Common Pleas will speak at 7:30 p.m. today in the Pink
Dogwood Suite, Union. The lecture is sponsored by the
Criminal Justice Organization.

Fellowships
Deadline for the $1,000 Frazier Reams Fellowships is 5
p.m. Monday. The fellowships recognize student excellence and commitment to public affair careers such as
speech communication, journalism, broadcasting,
political or governmental service and taw.
Applicants must be rising seniors with an accumulative grade point average of at least 3.2 who will
attend the University for three quarters during their
senior year and graduate no sooner than March, 1979.
Application forms are available at the Office of the
President, second floor, McFall Center.

REV. CHESTER CHAMBERS,
HEAD of the PRIVACY COMMITTEE
L F A.C.LU.
will speak on

GAY RIGHTS
WED , MAY 3 AT 7:30
FACULTY LOUNGE, UNION

Director to speak
George Pal, a Hollywood film director and special
effects expert, will speak at 8 p.m. today in the Grand
Ballroom, Union. Pal has worked on such films as "When
the Worlds Collide" and "War of the Worlds." The talk,
dealing with his craft and science fiction movies, is free
and public.

Lecture postponed

group usage of the center. He
said that allowing one group
to reserve
rec center
facilities for special events
would permit other groups to
do the same,
TO GUARD against rec
center space shortages for
general
use,
Kretovics
suggested that groups be
permitted to use the center
facilities only when other
facilities are not available.
McGuire defended the use

of the center by student
groups, but said, "I'm totally
against any group taking the
facilities away from student
body usage."
Warren
J.
Scholler,
assistant professor of health
and physical education and
faculty representative to the
council,
agreed
that
problems with group usage
could arise.
But he said, "We've got to
hit and miss on a few things.

We can't be perfect all the
time."
'TD RATHER miss with
too much free time (for
students) than not enough,"
Kretovics said.
Council chairman Rodger
Gerhardstein
Jr. recommended that a policy about
student group usage of the
center he considered. He
said such a measure could
ensure recreational space
for students in all center
facilities.

The system uses a "keyword indexing scheme" and
"linking
numbers
for
computerized search purposes." Slivka said, explaining that a person can
specify any logical combination of these "key
words" and the computer
will interrelate them to
provide the desired information
Slivka noted that the
documentation center was
not designed for research
but to "process information"
on philosophical topics. He
said a copy of "The
Philosopher's Index" and
journals received at the
center during the year are
donated to the Library to aid
researchers. He emphasized
that the concept of the center
"is not local, but national
and international."
Slivka said that the NEH
grants do not provide funds
for typesetting or index
printing, which costs more
than 18,000. He added that
the grant does not cover his
or
Lineback's
salary.
Revenue for these expenses
is generated through index
subscriptions. "We're selfsustaining through subscriptions," Slivka said.
The Center employs 22
people,
including
12
students. It has been located
in Shatzel Hall and in McFall
Center. It was moved to its
Kreischer Quad location in
September,
1976 when
McFall Center was being
renovated, Slivka said.

\buknow

what to
wear

Ethnic education group
to explore relations
By Mary Dannemlller
Staff Reporter
If colleges are going to
send instructors around the
U.S.
to fill
teaching
positions, they must prepare
them to confront persons
from other races and
backgrounds, according to
Dr. A. Rolando Andrade, La
Union De Estudiantes
Latinos adviser.
These
prospective
teachers need to know how to
develop working relations
with members of ethnic
groups other than their own.
he said yesterday.
A Bilingual Multi-ethnic
Education
Conference,
sponsored by La Union De
Estudiantes Latinos for
Friday and Saturday, will
introduce solutions to these
problems of understanding
and teaching children.
"The conference comes
out of the feeling we have at
Bowling Green State
University for Ohio to have a
comprehensive multi-ethnic
educational
program,"
Andrade said.
"WE FEEL THAT there

are thousands of young
people in Ohio whose
teachers do not understand
them, their culture, their
language, their way of life,"
he added.' in some cases the
teacher doesn't understand
how a child is supposed to
act."
He said that college
professors cannot teach
students how to deal with
ethnic students, if they never
have been instructed how to
do so. An awareness of
multi-culture must start at
the college level and the
whole university should be
involved, Andrade explained.
Dr. Eva Gavillan-Torres,
Dr. Carlos Cortes and Dr.
Ricardo Garcia will be the
featured speakers at
workshops. They also will
discuss
ideas
with
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr.. college deans
and other officials.
ANDRADE SAID he
believes that schools must
stop "restricting education
to just their little tiny
worlds. Education needs to

be broader, more universal.
The world is more than just
the United States and White
Anglo-Saxon Protestants,"
he added.
He said that the
University needs to expand
its offerings in these areas,
although it is advanced
compared to other schools.
*'La
Union
De
Estudiantes Latinos has
been very concerned about
education of MexicanAmericans in public schools
in Ohio," he noted
They
believe
the
education process should
prepare teachers to deal
with these children and
others from different ethnic
groups, Andrade said.
"THE KEY WORD to me
is sensitivity. We want
teachers to be sensitized to
all students," he said, adding that teachers should be
aware that culture contains
some beauty.
"It does not make a
difference what you teach;
all areas of education should
recognize multi-ethnicity in
our nation," Andrade said.

A marine biology lecture series to be given by Dr.
William E. Evans, a marine biologist and the director of
the Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute in San Diego, has
been postponed until 7:30 p.m. Thursday in 112 LifeSciences Bldg.

You have an unerring instinct
About what's appropriate for
what occasion And you're confident rhat your clothes will look
and feel fresh, even during your
period Because you rely on
Tampax tampons

They're uniquely designed to
expand in alt three directions length, breadth and widthwhich lessens the chance of
leakage or bypass And since
they're worn internally, you're
not concerned abour bulges
Bulk Or chafing

MD./D.V.M. Deqree-Europe/U.SA
IT IS NOT TOO LATE (or you to enroll In the
programs of Ihe INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEOiCAL EDUCATION which offer
1 Enrollment lor FaM 1978 m medical schools m Europe
2 MS in cooperation with recognised college* and universities in the United Stales, leading to advanced placement in medical schools in Spain. Italy, and other
European countries
3 While you are in attendance at the medical school, the
Institute provides a supplemental Basic Medical Sciences
Curriculum which prepares students fo' transfer Into an
American medical school (COTRANS)
4 For those students who do not transfer. Ihe Institute
provides accredited, supervised clinical clerkships at
cooperating United Stales teaching hospitals.
5 During the final year of foreign medical school the institute provides a supplemental and comprehensive clinical
medical curriculum which prepares you lo take the
ECFMG examination
The Institute has been responsible lor processing more
American students Into foreign medical schools than any
other organization.
For further Information and application, contact
INSTITUTE Or- INTERNATIONAL MEDtCAL EDUCATION
Chartered by Ihe Regents of the University ol the Stale of New York
3 East 54th Street. New York NY 10022 (2121832-2060

puterized method which can
trace a bibliography on a
philosopher or give Information on specific topics
or time periods.

No wonder Tampax tampons
are the overwhelming c hotce of
women who know what to wear
Like you

Fimdtoy, Ohio

Ttm tAlwinax 0iol«C1'O-> "«•>?• •©'■••n Hull

- TWO LOCATIONS «.». 224 41 235
' Canoes rented (or downstream
float trips on the Blanc hard
• « Trips available between
Findlay and Gilboa

Mb. 423-1433

•JversMe Pmrk to Ptedtay
OPEN
WEEKENDS
AND
HOLIDAYS

* Canoes, pedal boats
and row boats rented by the hour.
Picnir. relax, and cruise a quiet
section of the river.

1

^^

Pk. 433-7144
i •■...., uvM,
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ABORTION

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Welcomes Its Spring
'78 Pledge Class

9

TOLL FREE
a.m.-10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

TROPICAL
PHOTO WORKSHOP
MIAMI BEACH
JULY 78
7 DAYS/6 NIGHTS $465"
Intensive field and workshop
■raining to bring new expertise to
your photography techniques
Known professionals provide
personal and practical
instruction film and camera,
portraits and figure, travel and
nature Photo field tnps.
'Single Rate. Double Occupancy
Includes hotel. Modified Amencan
Plan parties FreedaiiyMm
processing provided

Top L to R: Joe Rich, Damon Boomershine, Ed Seuc
Middle: Bill Mitchell, Bahram Soltanirad, Scott Conrad

Write to' detailed brochure and
reservation forms
PHOtOTOURS.DEPT 11
7745 S.W. 33 TER. MIAMI,
FLA 33155. PH: 13051146-5764

Lower: Paul O'Donnell, Jim Bannister

Campus calendar
Campus Calendar 1$ a daily listing of campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to
readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and open to
the public. To submit a listing, Campus Calendar forms are
available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 372 2003 There
is no charge for submitting listings to the section.

Power Symblos and Angle-Saxon Christian Bible."
Economics Lecture-2:30 p.m., 113 Business Administration.
"Firm Size, Diversification and Profitability of Canadian Corporations."
Geography Lecture-2:30-3:30 p.m.. Capitol Room. Union.
"Recent Impressions of Mainland China."

WEDNESDAY

PDLPC Workshop 2:304:30 p.m., 320 Student Services. "Successful Test Taking."
Sun Day Lecture-2:35 p.m.. Main lobby. Prout. "Sun In Indian
Cultures."
Israeli Slide Presentation-7:30 p.m.. River Room, Union.
University President Holds A.'Moore Jr. will discuss his recent
trip.
Criminal Justice Lecture -7:X p.m.. Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.
J udge Alan Davis of Findlay Court of Common Pleas will speak.
Black Liberation and Socialism 8 p.m.. 306 University Hall.
Informal class and discussion. Sponsored by the Young Socialist
Alliance
World Hunger Study 8 p.m.. University Lutheran Chapel.
Science Fiction Lecturer-8 p.m.. Grand Ballroom, Union.
Producer and director George Pal will speak.

Meetings
Business Interview Sign-Up 7:308:» a.m., Forum, Student
Services.
BGIEA 4:03 p.m., Lounge, Technology. Open to all In Industrial
education.
Home Economics Association 4:30 p.m.. Living Center. Home
Economics.
Marketing Club-7: JO p.m.. White Dogwood Suite. Union.
Management Club 7:30p.m.. 114 Business Administration.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship--7:30-9 p.m., Alumni Room,
Union.
Library Media Club 7:30p.m., 100 Hayes.
Gay Union- 7:30p.m., Faculty Lounge, Union.
SIMS 8 p.m., Capitol Room. Union. Transcendental meditation
meeting.
Midweek Reflections- 9:30p.m.. University LuttieranChapel.
Lectures and Classes
Sun Day Lecture--10:35 a.m.. Main lobby, Prout. "Solar Energy
for the Do-It Yourselfer."
Literature Lecture--2:30 p.m.. River Room, Union. "Germanic

Entertainment
Sun Viewing Session 3:30 p.m., roof. Life Science. Weather
permitting.
"Love is Where You Find It!" -8 p.m., Recital Hall, Music
Building. A musical.
Public Skatlng-8 10 p.m., Ice Arena. Admission »1 with BGSU
ID. Skate rental 50cents.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Entire Men's
Dress Shoes
Stock

Phi Mu Wishes
to Congratulate

Cheryl Vasil

mmsxm

25% -50% OFF
Regular Price

We're All
Proud of You

Regular $30 - $60

Love,
Your Phi Mu Sisters

1 or2 people
3or4people
EIGHTH STREET
APARTMENTS

1 - 4 people

1

TOCOMECUTOF

THEPACfK-IN

THIS KID HAS TO ge seen

TKWffy vtvKs'

I

DUKE, IF THIS
SAMOANBOYIS
AS600DASY0U
SAY, THERE'S NO
UAYVECDULD
AFFORD HIM.

Just Because
It Says
FOREST

^ Block from campus
2 l^room, furnished
All utilities paid

$12S.00-month
$150.00-month

SI qxrtments

803 4 815 Eighth Street
2 bedroom, furnished
Air-conditioned

FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS
1V4 Blocks North of the "Towers"
Across the street from Univ. Tennis Courts
2 bedroom, furnished, 2 full baths

i

Doesn't Mean It Is
Out In The Boonies!!
Call:

$140.00 plus electric

Other locations starting from $110.00

Call 352-0717 or stop by
224 E. Wooster Street
"WWVVW«**W

so RESPECTFUL OF

ANY
PERSONALfTY
OURKS?

TO BE BELIEVED!

MONETHArrM
AWE OF. IM£SS
YOUWANTTOINCLUDEAVtB
TEMPER.

S

WRON6,
BOBBY. IN

ma. HE
COULD SAVE
THE'SKINS
A BUNDLE.

WITH "LAVA-LAVA"OUT THSRE,
WE CAN CUT BACK ON OTHER
LINEMEN. THEY'D JUST 6ET IN
THE WAY. ANYWAY. AND THAT
GOES FOR OFFENSE AS
WELL AS DEFENSE.

SEE.BEFOPE EACH SAME,
TIE BOY WORKS HIMSELF
UWRE UP INTO SUCH A FEVER
YOU
PITCH THAT W HAVE
TALKJN6 n 1ST HIM PLAY ON
ABOUT'
BOTH SQUADS'

\

HOWDO
YOU SET Hm
OFF AT
HALF-TIME?

(

DAPJ6UN.
ALSO, THE
REFS USUALLY HOP.

I

qimlil) foot war for rm-n and women i

$140.00 plus electric

1 -4 people

THEY'RE

HIS TALENTS IN DETROfT THAT
HE HAS HIS OWN HANDLER1.

1616 E. Wooster, Stadium Plaza
352-0525
Open 10-6 Mon.-Sat. Fri, til 9

■i»Oe».

RIDGE MANOR
APARTMENTS

mi-.ToeeaN
wm, HE'S THE
BueesrLKMAN

Dexter •Nunn-Bush
•Bass *Weyenberg

on her

SUMMER RENTALS

SOTBLLMB
M0REABOUT
THS'LAVA' LAVATlBttt,
DUKE . ■

Pendleton
Realty
352-1619

Resident
Manager
352-2276

**AA>A**A**AA*f*<*aa<Ml'

YOU'LL LOVE

PAGLIAI'S
EAST
(or a midnight snack)

440 E. Court St.
Right Across From the Administration Building

FREE DELIVERY

Hours 11 AM - 2 AM

Brand
new
TROYBILT
ROTOTILLER. We'll make
the toughest part of gardening
easy on you. Let us till your
garden. Ph. 686-3717, 7 p.m.-ll
p.m.
Prof, typing Service. 352 8279.
Pregnancy Aid ft
Understanding. EMPA. Emotional
Material 8. Pregnancy Aid.
372 5776.
PERSONALS
Delta Gamma congratulates
Jeri Lynch & Rose Tombazzi
on their induction into Golden
Torch. We're all proud of you.
Congratulations on your DZ
activation, Lil' Beth. Welcome
to the Bunch! Thanks for the
W.W. if came in handy many
times. Love BlgMftM.
Nancy Bbbb. An Alpha Gam
pledge is what you are ft 30
hours of dancing is what you
did. We congratulate you, but
want to know one thingWhere's the TV? Love, The
Gang.
Todd Milner, congratulations
on becoming Phi Kappa Psi Lil
Sis Advisor. We're looking
forward to a good year! Love,
TheLIISIs's.
Phi Psi Brothers; Your little
Sisters
would
like
to
congratulate you on a great
show. You did a fantastic lob!
MERITT
LOHR,
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BEING
ELECTED
VICE
PRESIDENT OF SGA! NO
ONE ELSE COULD FILL
THE POSITION AS WELL!
WE'RE PROUD OF YOUI
LOVE, YOUR ALPHA PHI
SISTERS

Join Us For Lunch

352-1596

LOST* FOUND
Found University key ft chain
on S. Main near Sand Ridge.
352-2181 belweenS 6pm
Lost Ig. grey & wht. cat. Wht.
flea collar. REWARD! 352 1247
8.372-2716.
SERVICESOFFEREP
TENNIS
RACKETS
RESTRUNG
Professional
stringing at Reasonable Rates.
352 2654.

Pizza • Subs •
Salad Bar

Alpha Sigs, Betas & Tekes
Friday's tea was really greatl
Thanks for a super tlmel Love,
The Alpha Phis.
Congratulations to
Cheryl
Vasil on winning the Miss
BGSU Pageant! Love, The
Alpha Phis.
Congratulations Bob Kane on
being
elected
S.G.A.
Fraternity
Senator.
The
Kappa Slgmas.
FREE for the asking Vi gal. of
Pepsi in a resealable bottle
when you purchase any 14"
■tat*. 152-5144. Pleas* ask for
your pop when ordering, I
coupon or value per pizza.
Delta Zeta's "anything goes"
teams are ready for the big
events tonight. We'll see
everybody there tonight.

Congratulations Jeff ft Larl on
your
SAE Alpha
Chi
lavaliering! The SAE's.
Alpha Gamms: Friday night
we proved that when lions roar
squirrels do go nuts. Thanks
for a great tea. The SAE's.
The SAE's congratulate Jim
Whalen on his victory for
Academic Affairs Coordinator.
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi
wish to congratulate Craig
Anderson on being tapped Into
Antaean. Way to go, Craig!
A reminder to the participating teams in "The Beta
500"; there is a meeting
TONIGHT at the Beta House,
707 6th St. Fraternities, 7:00
Sororities, 8:30. If you are
planning on participating, a
representative
must
be
present. The BETA is only 3
daysaway!!!
CINDY TOOUR ONE ft ONLY
CANDYSTR IPER.
CONGRATS ON MAKING
OFFCAMPUS
SENATORI
MARTHA, BETSY 8. LYNNE.
Brothers of Sigma Nu, get
psyched for the bike race. No.
I last year. Let's do it again
this year. Love. Lil Sis
Alpha Dells, The Rampant
Lion we have been waiting for
is only three days away! So get
psyched for the time of our
life!
T shirts printed at DJ's. 1I5W.
Merry St.
Sig Eps: Get psyched for our
BETA TEA, after our double
victory! Love,theDG's.
Come see the Oldest Greek
Event on Campus The D.U.
Bike Race, May 13th.
The Chi O B Ball Team would
like to thank our houseboy D.T.
for coaching us in our great
victory at The Marathon! We
love you, DAVE.
Get psyched for anything goes
tonight at 6:00 next to S.S.
Afterwards, Dixie bound for
Greek Night.
Bud-Congrats on your Sigma
Phi Epsilon "brotner of the
Year" award. Remember that
the nicest guys always come
out on top! I! You're number
one In my heart! I! Love, Amy
Jo
SHOP NEXTTONEW, 2nd
FLOOR,
ST.
ALOYSIUS
SCHOOL FOR JEANS, LONG
DRESSES, HOUSEWARES ft
SO FORTH. OPEN TUES. 104, FRI. 1-8 PM.
Congrats to Terry 8. Karen on
your Sig Ep-DG engagement.
Glad to have you In the family
Ttrry. Love, Beth Ann.
Fran, ttianks a lot for your
time, hard work ft faith you
had In me through the Miss
BGSU. pageant. You were
the greatest help. Love, Cindi.
Lynn we all know It was more
than lust fate, your being
chosen Delt Sweetheart of
Seventy Eight! Love, Your
sisters of AX.

Bud, you're deflnately the
man of the year in our eyes, so
you're making Brother-of-theyear was no surprise! Frankly
you're the greatest Love, The
Alpha Chis.
Larri, when the candle came to
you we couldn't help but shout,
especially when you proceeded
to blow it out! Congrats Larl &
Jeff
on
your
AX SAE
lavaliering!

WANTED
Rmmte. needed for Summer
own bedrm., AC. cable, S17S, 1
blk. from campus. Partier
preferred. 3721492.
2 W. rmmtes. needed for
Summer. House near campus,
own bedrm., $87 mo plus utll.
352 6922.
1 F. rmmte. for Summer to
share house. Close to campus.
1140. Calll52 3217.
M. rmmte. next yr. 2 qtr.
lease, 841 Luther Apts Prefer
grad or serious student. 3524846.
2 rmmtes. to share house for
summer. Call evenings. 3524368. Rent negotiable.
House to share 78 79 year. 4
bedrm., 2 males needed. 575mo. Larry, 352 3097.
1 F. rmmte. for 78 79 school
year, sm-mo. all utll. pd. Close
to campus. If Interested, call
by May 4th. Call 24889 or 2
4975.
1 F. rmmte. needed. 8175.00 for
the entire summer. For more
info, call Anne 352 4316.

HELPWANTED
MURRAY
HOTEL
MACKINAC
ISLAND,
MICHIGAN needs summer
cooks,
bartenders,
maintenance men, piano players a.
personnel for rotation between
food service, waitressing &
housekeeping. Send complete
resume,
work
experience,
recent photo, social security
number, first & last day
available to work to: 3949
Penberton, Ann Arbor. Mich.
48105.
FULL & PART TIME lobs
open on all 3 shifts. Apply In
person only. FRISCH's big
boy. 1540 E. Wooster
We need waitresses, waiters.
pizza makers ft delivery
people. Apply between 4-9
p.m., M.-Frl. at 440 E. Court.
Pagliai's East.
Warehouse help needed. Mon.,
Thurs., Sat. afternoons a. eves.
BG Auction. N. Dixie Hgwy.
Will take applications Friday
102.
FOR SALE
Water
skiing
equipment,
slalom, trick skies, ropes,
gloves, lackets. cases. All
Brand new, navtr used. Good
Discounts! Call 372-1479.

'48 Austin Healy. Must Sell
Now. CALL Brad at 352 7021.
10x50 2 bedrm., mobile home In
Gypsy
Lane.
Reasonable.
Make offer. Must Sell! 352
7143.
1974 Sportabout. AC, standard,
good gas mileage. 352-1722
alter 5 p.m.
4.7 cu. ft. refrigerator for dorm
or apt. exc. cond. Must Sell!
372 1230.
1971 VW Squareback needs
new Trans. S300. 372 3844.
Full size refrigerator. Good
condition. S25. Paul 352 2080
after 9p.m.
Sears Kenmorefrig. Less than
1 yr. old. 5 yr. warrantee. 4.4.
CU.H20.00 2 4865
1971 Fiat 850, $250. Needs
work. Good Motor. 372 5728.

FOR RENT
Hampton House now renting
for Fall ft Summer. Ph: 3526293 anytime or visit 70S
Seventh St. Apt. 6.
House to sublease 311 Coneaut,
Rent SI65 mo. pluselec, lease
till Sept. 1, 1978. Ph. 353 3963
1 men's room. 3 blks. from
Univ. Private entrance, kitchen, Ph. 352-8043.
Summer rental avail. June
3 bedrm. housed blk.
campus. Ph. 353 3855.
Private
rooms,
close
campus. Grad. students.
3533855.

15 ■
to
to
Ph.

First occupancy Fall '78. 2
bedrm. furn. 708 5th St. 3523445.
1 Bedrm. apt. avail. June 15th.
352 1770.
Campus Manor now renting
for Summer, special rates*
Air. Cond. 352 9302
Summer rental from 6 15. 3
bedrm. ft 4 beds. Furnished
house, call 352 2065.
Summer rental from 6-15, 2
bedrm. upstairs apartment,
furnished with 3 beds. Call 352
2065.
SUMMER RENTALS. 525 E.
Merry St. 2 bedrm. apts. S450
qtr. plus electric. Furnished.
824 Sixth St. 2 bedrm. apts.
5350 qtr. plus electric. Furnished. Call Newlove Realty
3525163.
Houses, 2 bedrm. apts. ft
single rooms for summer
rental. Ph. 352-7145.
Enjoy
Summer living at
Rockiedge Manor. 850 4tti St. S.
College. Lg. 1100 sq. ft. luxury
2 bedrm., 2 full baths, AC,
furn. apts., cable vision, dish
washer ft lots of closets.
Special
Reduced
Summer
Rates. Resident Manager Apt.
No. 2.152 1841.
Furn. house for 4 college
students. Walking distance to
Univ. Ph. 1-535-4245.
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Day in review

From Associated Press wire reports

Investigators find break in tower
Federal investigators said yesterday
they had pinpointed the break in a
power plant cooling tower where 51
construction workers fell to their
deaths five days ago.
•We have a good idea of the location
of the break, where the collapse started," said David Rhone, an administrator for the U.S. Labor
Department's Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). "We're
in the process of confirming this now."
Rhone, who earlier was quoted as
saying his men could find no fault with
the scaffolding, did not specify the
location of the break in the tower.
HE SAID CONCRETE and structural
experts had joined the, OSHA force,
headquartered at nearby Parkersburg.
The federal investigators arrived
following the collapse of the scaffolding

Funerals of 5 1 victims continue
atop the cooling tower at the
Monongahela Power Co.'s generating
plant in Willow Island, W. Va„ Thursday.
Meanwhile, the OSHA experts were
analyzing concrete samples yesterday.
The samples were taken from the 27th
and 28th layers on the tower, which
gave way.
Rhone emphasized that all elements
in the investigation were still underway. He said it probably would be
several days before his agency could
come up with any definite conclusions.
"WE ARE LOOKING at the hoisting
mechanism," he said. "We also are
focusing on the concrete and the design
specifications of the tower, including
the concrete pourings and the manner

in which the scaffold was hoisted."
There has been much speculation
that the five-foot-high ring of concrete
poured the day before the disaster had
not set properly. OSHA officials paid a
visit Monday to the Parkersburg
concrete firm which supplied the
project's concrete.
The federal officials had no comment
about the visit, but a spokesman for
Criss Concrete Co. denied allegations
that the concrete atop the tower had
turned to dust.
HOWEVER, AN ELECTRICAL
engineer who has been on the project
for the past year said yesterday that
most of the construction workers still
felt the concrete had failed to set
properly.
"They feel the company was in too

big a hurry to get this job done," said
the man, who identified himself as a
member of IBEW Local 968 at
Parkersburg but asked that his name
not be used
Officials at the plant, where work
resumed on part of the project Monday,
were not available for comment.
WE'RE NOT TALKING to anybody
today," said a spokesman. "We're
busy."
Although work on the project has
resumed, the cooling tower will be left
alone until the investigators have
finished. Also, no ironworkeers showed
up yesterday. Instead, they attended
the funeral of Steve Blouir, an ironworker who was among the 51 victims.
In all, six of the victims were buried
yesterday following funerals in churches throughout the area.

Union members give unanimous confracf OK

School employees' strike ends on 23rd day
Toledo's 52,000 public school
students went back to the classrooms
yesterday after their teachers and nonacademic workers ended a walkout on
its 23rd day.
Schools had remained open during
the strike, but union leaders claimed 90
percent of the system's 3,400 employees
were off the job and attendance was
negligible.
The unanimous approval of new
contracts by union members on voice
votes came less than an hour before a
school board deadline to show up for
work or be fired under the state's
Ferguson Act, which forbids strikes by

SMOKESTACKS AND cooling towers loom over a small cemetery
near the Monogahela Power Co. In Willow Island, W. Va., where 51
construction workers fell to their deaths five days ago.

Carter's war plane sales proposal
may get house committee veto
There may be enough votes in a
House committee to reject President
Carter's proposed sales of war planes to
three Mideast countries despite
predictions to the contrary by the
panel's chairman, a survey of
lawmakers showed yesterday.
Nineteen House members--a bare
majority of the 37-member House International Relations Committee-said
they will approve or are leaning in
favor of a resolution against the sale of
jet fighters to Saudi Arabia unless
Carter makes concessions for Israel.
The Carter administration wants to
sell sophisticated, US-made F-15 war

world
planes to Saudi Arabia, 75 F-15s and 15
F-16s to Israel and 50 F-5s to Egypt-a
$4.8 billion deal.
A HOUSE OR SENATE vote against
any one of the three sales-the Saudi
Arabian transaction, for instancewould jeopardize the deal because
Carter has suggested hell drop the
sales if Congress takes such action.
Under congressional procedures a

proposed arms sale by the executive
branch must be disapproved by both
houses withing 30 calendar days of the
time the president sends it to Capitol
Hill. However, no specific
congressional approval is needed.
Under parliamentary procedure, a
sale will go through unless Congress
rejects it within 30 days. The House and
Senate can halt such transactions only
by passing resolutions of disapproval.
There seemed to be little
congressional resistance to the
proposed sale of less sophisticated jet
fighters to Egypt.

public employees.
NEGOTIATORS SIGNED the
tentative contracts at 5:30 a.m.
following a 15-hour bargaining session.
The three-year contracts call for
reopening wage discussions two years
from now. The total package will see

$9.2 million going to teachers and $3.1
million to non-academic workers over a
two-year period.
"Past personal differences must be
set aside so that our children's
education will be the priority," said

Jude Aubry, school board president.
THE NEW SALARY schedule boosts
Toledo teachers' pay from eighth to
third highest among Ohio's largest
cities, he said. The contract also lets the
board implement various cost savings
proposals, Aubry noted.

Low cost housing causes conflict
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development Patricia Roberts Harris
yesterday decried the reluctance of
many cities to accept federally subsidized housing in any but the most
impacted areas.
"Middle class suburbs refuse the
most attractive housing we are able to
provide," Haris said during a question
and answer period after a speech to the
League of Women Voters in Cincinnati.
"City after city has refused to accept
subsidized housing on the theory that
they don't want the poor within their
boundaries."

state
HARRIS CALLED FOR an end to
"the ostracism of the poor" from any
but already segregated parts of the
city. It is difficult to gain acceptance of
federally subsidized housing in any but
the most impacted areas of the city, she
said.
"One of the things we must do is
decide whether we are prepared to
accept what has developed into an

apartheid of the poor which so often is
an apartheid of the black and the
Hispanic because we will not allow the
federal government to provide housing
in any but places where the poor
already are."
In her speech, Harris noted that cities
have become a haven for poor and
minorities
SHE NOTED THAT 71 5 percent of
the poor and 85.7 percent of the
minorities of this country live in cities.
Haris re-affirmed the Carter adto
ministration's
commitment
revitalizing cities.

Striking firefighters 'mean business'
Striking firefighters in Mansfield said
yesterday they would go to jail before
they would go back to work without a
contract.
George Rusiska, president of Local
266 of the firefighters association, said
yesterday the 103 firefighters who went
on strike at 7 a.m Monday "mean
business."
"We're prepared to go to jail-all 103

of us," he said "I don't care if they take
us to court, we won't go back."
CITY OFFICIALS HAVE not indicated they would seek court actions.
In the north central Ohio city's first 24
hours without fire protection, two fires
were reported. Safety Director Clayton
Long responded to both with the fire
department's grass fire pickup truck
and enlisted the aid of neighbors and

city police to fight the fires in this city
of 55.000 residents.
Rusiska said yesterday members of
the department would not respond to a
fire call under any circumstances. The
fire station has been manned since 7
a.m. Monday by Long and Fire Chief
Leonard Boebel.
No negotiations were scheduled
yesterday.

Design Haircutting
for the entire family
Complete chemical service
available at

the crimping
lf e
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO
835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE

PHONE 352-9378
NOW LEASING FALL AND SUMMER
9:00 - 5:00 MON.-FRI. — 1:00 - 4:00 SAT.

APARTMENT COMPLEXES
•
•
•
•
•
•

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT APRTS.-8TH & HIGH ST.
BUCKEYE HOUSE-649 SIXTH ST.
BIRCH WOOD PLACE-650 SIXTH ST.
MEADOWLARK-818 SEVENTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS.-BETWEEN 6TH & 7TH ST.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

2 BEDROOM-FURNISHED
GAS HEAT & AIR CONDITIONING
LAUNDRY AREA IN EACH BLDG.
TENANTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY
LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE

SPECIAL FEATURES
» ALL RESIDENTS HAVE USE OF B.G.'S ONLY
YEAR 'ROUND POOL WITH LARGE GAME &
PARTY ROOM. • HUGE FIREPLACE. • PING
PONG, POOL TABLE, PIN BALI MACHINES.
KITCHEN. PIANO & COLORED TV.

* inc.

design hair cutting
HOW. Poe Rd.
352-7705
Evening Appointments

Now Available
OPEN TUES.- FRI. 9 - 8 SAT. 9 - 4:30
«»««»~a»»«»«e>>a>"4»«>»«»—»«»»«»»

HONORS FLOOR
McDonald North Hall
Self Governing • Floor Spirit
* Program Resources Person
• Conveniently Located
• Soph., Jr., Sr.
Sign up at Housing Office
Only 30 spaces available

CONGREGATION OF THE BLESSED SACRAMSNT
Priests and Brothers serving Chris?
in the Eucharist and in Mankind
for further information contact
*«v Emawt Falardeau. SSS. Blaaaad Sacramani Seminary
6364 Wilton Wills Road Cleveland. Ohio 441431216)442-3410

OTHER RENTALS
• HOUSES, EFFICIENCIES, 1 BDRM
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

MODEL OPEN-COME ft SEE

3.0 required
For more information call:
372-1711 or 372-0292
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Sports
Purvis will make many changes today
By BUI Paul
Assistant Sports Editor

Sunday in a double-header the Falcons had to come from
behind to win.

Check the batteries and limber up the fingers because you
may need a calculator to keep track of Bowling Green's
baseball lineup changes in this afternoon's double-header
against Findlay College at Warren E. Stellar Field.
Falcon Coach Don Purvis' first priority is to win, but he
also realizes there is only so much an inexperienced player
can learn sitting on a bench. Consequently games against
some of the area's small colleges, although potential
mismatches, are welcomed to the BG schedule.
Purvis employed this concept against Heidelberg last

"WE HAD about 30 or so players available on the roster
and I think I just about used them all," he said. "We made
some mistakes, but we played everybody and we won."
In 1971 freshmen were declared eligible by the MidAmerican Conference (MAC) brass. The BG athletic
department followed that decision by cancelling the freshman baseball program. Since that time Purvis has been
faced with the task of gradually working his young players
into the lineup in an effort to prevent an inexperienced
varsity team in future seasons.

SOPHOMORE right-hander Jim Logsdon, who hails from
Findlay, will start one of the games this afternoon with a host
of other pitchers possibly seeing action before the two-game
set is completed.
The Falcons defeated the Oilers in a single game, 7-6, last
Wednesday when freshman catcher Steve Schultze delivered
a ninth- inning RBI single to give freshman left-hander Keith
Imhoff his first career BG win.
Imhoff came in from the bullpen against Heidelberg and
struck out five of the six men he faced. Purvis isn't sure how
he'll use the fast-baller in the future, but said he wouldn't be
afraid to start him. Purvis' investment for the future may be
paying dividends already.

IN THE MAC: In Friday's action Toledo swept Ball State 62,7-6, Eastern Michigan (EMU) split with Western Michigan
(WMU) 3-2,0-1, Central Michigan (CMU) split with Northern
Illinois (NIU) 104, 5-6. On Saturday it was Toledo splitting
with Miami 1W, 6-10, EMU sweeping NIU 114,17-7, WMU
winning twice against CMU 5-1, 17-1 and Ohio University
sweeping Kent State 5-3,4-0. EMU leads the MAC race with a
7-1 league record and a 27-18 overall mark, followed by:
Toledo 4-2 and 18-5, BG 4-2 and 23-9, Miami 5-3 and 28-11,
WMU 5-3 and 21-11, CMU 4-4 and 20-12, Ohio U. 2-4 ands 15-14,
Kent State 1-5 and 13-16, Ball State 1-5 and 10-14 and NIU 1-5
and 10-20. BG faces EMU and CMU in a four-game MAC
roadtrip this weekend.

Macko out to 'sock' foe
By Tom Baumann
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green's lacrosse team travels to Ohio Wesleyan
this afternoon for another Midwest Lacrosse Association
(MLA) game beginning at 3:30 p.m.
But just an important, Jim Macko will take his bag of
superstitions with him.
The senior attack from Mt. Washington, Maryland has
superstitions on things ranging from edible delicacies to his
apparel.
"I suppose my biggest superstitionis with my life savers,"
Macko said. "We call them game savers on the team, and I
give them to everybody before the game."
BUT MACKO has superstitions that are all his own.
"I got these pair of dirty socks that I wear every game,"
Macko said. "I don't think they ever were washed, they look
pretty grimy. But every game, I have them on."
Those are just the main ones. Others include talking to
midfielder Guy Collison before each face-off, after-game
activities, in his light brown cordoroy coat he wears on
game day, the pieces of tape on his favorite stick, and
listening to Crosby, Stills, and Nash on game day.
But the clowning Macko is dedicated to the game of
lacrosse-especially to today's game.
"We lost to Wesleyan the last two years," Macko said,
"and we don't want to again. I think we'll be playing with the
killer instinct against them, and we'll abuse them a lot more
than they will us."

Neffers home

THE TEAM PLAYER he is, Macko praises the efforts of
his teammates.
"If Al (Martin), (John) Grim and (Mike) Muetzel play to
their potential, they'll be able to shut down Wesleyan's offense. Timmy Murphy (Falcon goalie) has been playing very
well lately. And Lee (Murphy) is a good, smart team
player."

In it's final home match of the season, the Bowling
Green men's tennis team will be after win number 17
today when it hosts Denison at 3:30 p.m.
You have to go back as far as 1924 to find a BG men's
tennis team with that many wins. The Falcons posted a 174 record that season.
BG has played host to the Big Red once before, but rain
halted the match during the doubles, and it was never
completed.
"This is the first time in my ten years here, if we get the
match it, that we've played them," coach Bob Gill said.
"I really don't know that much about them." he added.
"They are usually one of the strongest teams in the Ohio
Conference."
Following last weekend's two wins, BG stands 16-5 with
quadrangulars with Toledo and Western Michigan
proceeding the Mid-American Conference Championships
held at Central Michigan May 18,19 and 20.

Macko said he came to Bowling Green to get out of his
home state of Maryland.
"Lee has a great deal of influence on me," Macko said.
"We played on the same team in high school, and he came
here, so I decided to come here too. I could have went to the
University of Maryland, but I wanted to get away from home.
"I grew up in Mt. Washington, Maryland, which is considered the hometown of lacros3c. Everybody there grew up
with a stick in their hand," Macko said.
"I STARTED playing in elementary school when I was
about 10 years old. I played goalie and defense then, but by
the time I went to high school, I was playing attack."

Lady loxers up

The season is winding down for Jim Macko and the rest of
the Bowling Green lacrosse team, and even though the
Falcons have lost a league game this year, Macko still feels
the race is wide open.
"We can still take a share of the league," Macko said. "The
next three games will make the difference."
After today's game, the Falcons host Ohio State on
Saturday and Denison May 13.

in some stots
By Pay Hyland
Staff Reporter

BG's Miller picked by Browns
Jim Macko (31)

The Cleveland Browns
filled some needs Tuesday as
they grabbed a linebacker, a
wide receiver who can
return punts, a punter, a
hard-nosed running back
and a quarterback in the

opening rounds of the
National Football League
college draft.
Pickings 12th in the first
round, the Browns took
University of Southern
California linebacker Clay

Matthews, whose father
played for the San Francisco
48ers in the 1950s.
Mike Nixon, Cleveland's
chief scout said, "I think he
has all the qualities to help
us right away. There's no

sophomores

WE OFFER

TTER LIFE
AFTER COLLEGE
Army ROTC qffers you a no-obligation, sixweek summer leadership program at Fort
Knox, Ky.
You'll earn about $450 and an opportunity
to enter advanced ROTC next fall. That
means extra income ($2,500 during your
last two years of college) and leads to your
commission as an Army officer.
Army ROTC also offers you new career
opportunities after college-part-time as a
leader in Reserve while employed in the
civilian community or full-time on active duty
For details and an interview.appointment,
contact:

Captain Fred Schwan
151 Memorial Hall
372-2476

THE ARMY ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM.
FOR THE GOOD LIFE.

question he'll be able to play
for us next year."
Nixon said Matthews, 6foot-2. 231 pounds, is a 4.8
springer in the 40-yard dash.
It marked the second
straight year the Browns
have taken a linebacker in
the opening round. They
picked Robert Jackson of
Texas A&I in the first round
last year, but an injured
knee kept him from playing
a down for the Browns in
1977.
Cleveland, which had
acquired the 20th pick in the
first round in the trade last
year which sent quarterback
Mike Phipps to the Chicago
Bears, then swapped that
position to Los Angeles for
the Rams' No. 23 pick in the
first round, as well as a
fourth-round pick.

Although statistics rarely tell the whole story, a look into
the record bok may be in order for the women's lacrosse
team.
Despite an unimpressive 2-3 record, the laxers have made
their mark in a few areas so far this season.
The Falcons have four regular season games remaining,
beginning with Ohio State in Columbus this afternoon at 4:30
p.m.
The ladies have upped their per game scoring average
from last year's 6.94 goals to 7.6 through the '78 campaign.
The main thrust on offense has come from Jenny Pelphrey
with seven while Lisa Lawson, Karen Boyle, Linda Stritzel
and Terrie Verble have each added two scores.
On the negative side, the Falcon defense has allowed 38
goals so far for a 7.6 per game average, up from last year's
season average of 4.58 goals. Goalie Linda Dey has tallied 28
saves in five games while giving up 25 goals. Darla Davis has
stopped seven shots and given up 10 during net duty.
Coach Mickey Cochrane, in his first season with the
women's team, has stressed teamwork and his squad has
played surprisingly well against some highly rated opponents. Team speed has also beenemphasized by Cochrane,
whoti says the game cannot be played without it.
The remaining opposition comes from Wittenberg, Oberlin,
Ohio Wesleyan, the MWLA tournament in Wooster, and the
nationals.
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Buy a large or giant pizza and get
ourriying saucer free
Al Pizza Inn, you not only gel the best pizza on earth, you
can get the first pizza thai flies Pizza Inn's flying saucer
It's cc*1* I. It's tun And it's free when you order any large
or giani pi
Come in while the supply lasts and have yourself a fling

Pizza ion

"WfeVe got a feeling you're gonna like us."

